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1. INTRODUCTION
1  .With 0 - a F k s 1, 2, . . . , n , let us denote the arithmetic andk 2
geometric means of these numbers by
1 1rn
A a s a and G a s a .  . k kn
 .  .and let A 1 y a and G 1 y a denote the corresponding means of the
numbers 1 y a . Then the resultk
A a G a .  .
G
A 1 y a G 1 y a .  .
is known as Ky Fan's inequality.
There are already at least nine proofs of this result, which the reader
can find in the papers quoted at the end of the present note. In view of
this, we believe that the justification for presenting yet another proof is the
fact that it is extremely short and elementary.
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2. PROOF OF THE INEQUALITY
Let the numbers a be as given above. Then we write successivelyk
bk xka s and then e s bk k1 q bk
 x  xso that b g 0, 1 and x g y`, 0 .k k
 .  x .  x.Now consider the function f x s e y K r 1 q e defined for
 .y` - x F 0 and in which K is a positive constant. On differentiating f x
twice, we find that it is a convex function and so Jensen's inequality gives
1 e xk y K es y K
G , x skn 1 q e 1 q e
where s is the arithmetic mean of the x . In terms of the numbers b thisk k
reads
1 b y K g y Kk G ,n 1 q b 1 q gk
where g is the geometric mean of the b . This result is true for anyk
positive K and so we now let K s g, getting
b 1k G g . 1 q b 1 q bk k
 .  . nSince b r 1 q b s a , 1r 1 q b s 1 y a , and g s b sk k k k k k
  .. a r 1 y a this is the required result, namelyk k
1rna ak kG .
 1 y a  1 y a .  .k k
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